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by JACK H. FISHER

T
 HE number "8" received special media attention on

August 8, 1988 when there were stories from varied and
diverse places in the world pertaining to the fact that

August 8, 1988 was regarded by millions of people as the
luckiest date in the entire 20th century in that this date
converted to "8-8-88'1 Thousands of couples around the world
scheduled their weddings on that date to guarantee that they
would have a long marriage filled with good health and good
fortune.

Many individuals requested that certain types of procedures
be scheduled on "8-8-88" from elective surgery to business
transactions. It was even reported that some women who were
pregnant requested that their physicians induce labor or
perform Caesarean operations on "8-8-88" so that their
children could be born on the luckiest day in the 20th century.
For years I was aware that paper money collectors around the
world pursued and collected notes with the serial number "8,"
and I am included in that group. For me number "8" is a special
serial number, along with "1,-111111111 "888888881 "99999999,"
and the nine digit "100000000'1

The number "8" was being played by so many individuals in
various lotteries in the Orient as a single number "81 "88" and
other multiples that some lottery officials refused to accept any
more bets with the number "8" or multiples of number "8" on
August 8, 1988. There was even the report that one wealthy

"8" as his personal motor vehicle license number. There was
much publicity over the fact that a Royal Prince was born to
Prince Andrew and Princess Sarah of Great Britain on "8-8-88",
which placed this Royal Child in a special category as a very
"lucky individual" and a possible special future King.

I questioned myself as to why I was attracted to certain serial
numbers. Then it made me even more curious why and how
other individuals regarded some number or numbers special
or lucky for them.

I regarded certain numbers special to me to the extent that I
would pay more for a type note with my "special number or
numbers" over what I would pay for the same type note in the
same grade with other serial number or numbers. It was
obvious to me over the years that this was true of other
collectors. I remember Amon Carter, Jr. had special serial
numbers, but it seemed that he had a special attraction for
numbers "1" and "51

The publicity about the importance of the number "8" on
August 8, 1988 prompted me to do some preliminary research,
which was shared with the numismatic and syngraphic
community last year. This preliminary data did not satisfy me,
so I looked further into the number "8" 'and why it was and is
regarded as special and important to so many people. My
preliminary research pointed to the Orient, so I continued in
that direction.

My additional research uncovered much new information
and knowledge of many cultures, periods of history, religions,
superstitions, mythology, folk lore, art and literature; all
involved in one way or another with the number "81

The "Eightfold Path," the doctrine taught by Guatama
Buddha in his first sermon at the "deer park in Benares, India,"
is regarded by many as the summing-up of the basics of
Buddhist teaching. I read this "Eightfold Path" and his "Four
Noble 'Truths!' "They provided me with a starting point or basic
foundation to learn about Buddhism and its relationship to "81

I discovered that in Buddhism the number"8" is regarded not
only as a special number, but as a sacred number as well. It
signifies the "Eight Directions1 There are also the "Eight
auspicious or lucky signs on Buddha's foot'=banner or canopy,
conch shell, endless knot, two fish, jar or vase, lotus or bell,
wheel of the law, and white parasol. Then I learned about the
"Eight Paths of Wisdom," which are intertwined with the
"Eightfold Path1These "Eight Paths of Wisdom" are stated to be:
"right conduct, right contemplation, right effort, right faith,
right occupation, right resolve, right self concentration and
right speech!' Then I read about the "Eight Precious Things,"
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stone gong, lozenge (musical instrument), metal mirror, pearl
and rhinoceros horn"

The statement of "Eight Magic Horses" in Chinese thought
and legend refers to the "WINDS" which "were attached to the
Chariot of Mu Wang!' Information about the seasons was in-
vestigated. They were once numbered as being "eight!' The
"holy steps to the North Temple of 1-leaven at Perking are eight!"

I also learned that some Buddhists in China regard the eight
precious organs of Buddha's body as "gall bladder, heart, intes-
tines, kidney, liver, lungs, spleen and stomach" The "eight pre-
cious things" are stated in both Taoism and Buddhism as being
known as the "pa (Pao)" It is claimed by some that the Chinese
language "was devised and used for divination" being formed
"by placing the yin and yang signs over one another in eight
combinations"

It became apparent that "8" was synonymous with oriental
culture. This was reinforced by information obtained per-
taining to the "Eight Immortals" the "Eight Banners' the "Eight
Eccentricities of Yang-thou' the "Eight Legend Essay" the "Eight
Masters of Nanking" the "Eight Views of Lake Beiwa," and other
references to "8"

A collector living in Hong Kong answered my inquiry per-
taining to number "8" with additional reasons for "8" being
regarded as "the best lucky number in Hong Kong!' One reason
is that the pronunciation of EIGHT in the Chinese language is
similar to the Chinese word which means "BECOME RICH or
GROW RICH!' I had informed him that one Hong Kong busi-
nessman paid $47,000 for the motor vehicle license number "8,"
and he stated in his letter to me that "License Number 8888,

worth over $1,000,000, was purchased by Hong Kong's 6th
richest man for his Rolls Royce" He provided me with a photo-
graph of the front of the motor vehicle with the "8888" license
number. He also sent me photocopies of his impressive collec-
tion of "8" serial number notes.

My inquiries at our local colleges and university resulted in
a Professor from Japan informing me that "8" is highly regarded
in Japan also. He stated that individuals who attain the very
special age of "88" are honored with a special celebration. This
made me realize that both of my parents had achieved this very
special age of "88" and then died at age "88"

Then I read that "the numerator of Jesus in Greek is 8", and
that "eight was sacred to Christ in his essential elements!' Fur-
ther reading revealed that "eight represents the number of
beatitudes in the book of Matthew!' My initial conclusion
about "8" being exclusively Oriental in background proved to
be incorrect; I was discovering that "8" was also extremely im-
portant in other cultures. I was even advised that the "bap-
tismal fonts are octagonal in shape to signify that creation was
completed in seven days and regeneration occurred on the
eighth!'

As I went along in my studies I found a reference to number
"8" and Egypt. I learned that the "Emblem of Thoth in Egyptian
antiquity was eight sided!' I also learned that the "Ogdoad or
eight ancestors of the Egyptian Gods" was important not only
in ancient Egypt but to this date in the minds of some people
in the area.

Greek history reveals that "the tower of winds at Athens was
octagonal" Apollo's chariot was supposedly pulled by "eight
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horses" (winds). It is also claimed that the number "8" was "sa-
cred to Poseidon!' Some say that "in one direction the pillars of
the Parthenon are eight!'

Hebrew belief and tradition claims that "eight persons were
saved from the flood, and the number typifies atonement or
regeneration': And, among Hindus 'The Gayatri prayer of
Hindu sacrifice consists of eight syllables!' Some "mystics" call
"8" the "gleaner" who assigned it to the "Assyrian Nebo, Egyp-
tian Thoth, Greek Hermes, Roman Mercury and to others!' The

other source divulged that "8" was "the Babylonian Sun Em-
blem': Then from another direction I learned that "many
American Indians believed heaven is in the form of an eight-
spoked wheel called the Wheel of Good Law!'

Individuals who consider number "8" to be their special or
lucky number, without any conscious knowledge as to why or
how, might gain at least some superficial insight from some of
the information presented here.

It was of special interest to learn of Eight Eight, Kentucky.

$1 United States note, series 1917.

Canada: $25 note commemorating the 25th anniversary of the accession of King George V

same "mystics" are also said to claim that inasmuch as "8"
is "formed with links" that it represents the mystic tie or
spirit.

My research was begun only as an attempt to learn the basis
for "8" being a special number for those collectors of paper
money who collect notes with serial number "8" or multiples.
I had no idea that what I thought would be relatively simple
would take me this far.

As I concluded my investigation I learned that some consid-
ered "8" to be "action and reaction, evolution and involution,
flux and reflux, justice and injustice, knowledge and love!' An-
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This town may be of interest to collectors for its post mark, et
al. A celebration and parade received much media attention on
August 8, 1988 (8-8-88). I have more information on this town
should anyone desire to contact me.

Individuals with information pertaining to notes with serial
number 8 and 88888888 or any combination, including 80,
800, etc. and radar notes, e.g., 80000008, of the number 8 with
special stories or pedigrees are requested to contact me at: 3123
Bronson Boulevard, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008. Information
received will be shared with the numismatic and syngraphic
community. ■
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